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Across
7 Added protective
barrier to aid
mental disorder
(9)
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8 Extra battalion
guards capital (5)
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9 Fritter cooked
with unwrapped
suet provides
source of health
food? (5,4)
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13 Knocked back
extract from
dandelion, a
grapefruit, rare
nut product... (5,3)

29

30

headed beauty
hiding in religious
community? (9)
Down
1 Barnet musical
party? (6)

6 Is climbing,
embracing a
remote expedition
(6)
11 Reportedly
unattractive plant
(4)
14 On-air odds - one
in eight? (3)

22 Maori tit disturbed
Myna bird? (8)

2 Tragic Greek
character buried
sailor in slab of
clay (8)

25 Most exposed area
within French port
(6)

3 Trade ban leads to
Trump's election
result (6)

16 Runner misses
out, lacking
supplement. (3)

27 Saying not from
the B.C. period (5)

4 'Allo 'allo! Cafe
owner breaking
law after fresh
start (7)

17 Floral decoration
for casual wear not sure? (3)

28 Express dejection
during public
mistake (9)
29 Void that is in
bread - quite the
opposite! (5)
30 Stones bare-

15

20
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12 Wellington crowd
backs British
Queen? (6)

19 Train me
mistakenly to give
support for
religious calling
(7)

14

21

10 Strong man
finally? Not quite
(5)

16 ...suggested by
mum, since
keeping ale
unopened? (7)

6

5 Turns up almost
unreal leather
dress (6)

15 Ending could be
drawn out (3)

18 Wells'
classification,
maybe only half
capacity? (4)
20 Tune with a

26

groove might be
used for pest
control? (3,5)
21 Quietly look back
to foresee ... (7)
23 Antique quarter
welcomed in
African houses (6)
24 Giant eastern stew
pot (6)
25 North African TV
cookery lady loses
track - twice? (6)
26 Oasis venue
perhaps has
signed up
American artist
(6)

